INTRODUCTION
Many enterprise collaborations start informally, such as an idea communicated via a phone call, instant message or email. Then the idea is discussed further, perhaps through additional emails. Documents might then be created and shared between the collaborators. When the goals and issues are clearer, other collaborators might become involved, through email, collaborative document authoring, or web conferences.
Throughout this process, today's enterprise users work with multiple collaboration and communication tools from different vendors. First, collaborations may involve outside vendors and customers, who may have different tools. Additionally there is currently no single-vendor collaboration platform that adequately incorporates all types of modes (VoIP, 1M, blogging, email, document sharing, wikis, web conferences, etc.). Enterprises consequently use a variety of tools. Content created in one tool is not accessible from another tool. Over time, the discussions, blogs, documents, emails, and messages grow into islands of content. An integrated view of all the dimensions of a collaboration is important to the collaboration process but has to be manually managed by the user. 
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The variety and complexity of tools and collaboration processes make collaboration more difficult than necessary. The exploitation of semantic structure in a collaboration environment is one approach we are pursuing to automate collaboration tasks and elevate the level of interaction for the user. The challenges include: a) specifying a flexible and general purpose model, b) populating the model with content without placing undue burden on the user, c) making the inference processing computationally tractable, d) finding those areas where there is significant value added.
The new results presented here include:
A semantic model of entities and their properties that are important in enterprise collaboration A detailed discussion of categories of queries against such a model, with a number of example using the semantic wiki query language A discussion of the system implementation and experimental work The next section summarizes related work. Section III presents the problem statement. Section IV describes the semantic collaboration model. Section V presents and discusses a variety of queries.
Section VI describes implementation work. Section VII summarizes experiments with the system. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II.

RELATED WORK
Collaboration tools enable groups of enterprise users to work as a team, sharing information and communicating as needed, without being co-located. There are many types of tools today, provided by different vendors. For a survey of collaboration platforms, see [3] . We previously discussed types of enterprise collaboration tools in [1 ]. Here we review work in integrating semantic models into collaboration tools and process.
The semantic web research direction has spawned several directions in adding semantic processing to collaboration tools, most notably the Semantic Wiki such as [4] and the Semantic Desktop [5] [6] .
A Semantic Wiki combines a formal knowledge modeling syntax with the wiki, such that semantic properties can be explicitly denoted, stored, and queried. Examples of semantic wikis include OntoWiki [7] and Semantic Wiki [8] . SMW+ [9] used in this paper is an extension of Semantic Wiki. SMW+ organizes knowledge according to categories and their properties. Each wiki page can be assigned one or more categories, and can have properties defined. The collection of the categories and properties are the knowledge base, which, depending on Relationships between entities that might be important are implementation can be stored in either a database or triple store hidden in different incompatible tools and have to be manually for query purposes. SMW+ supports a simplified query integrated by a knowledgeable user. IdentifYing expertise language ASK, and work is underway to provide complete needed in a collaboration process depends on social support for SPARQL [lO] In comparison to this work, other work either focuses on single paradigm collaboration tools (i.e., semantic wiki), or not specifically on the collaboration semantics (i.e., semantic desktop), or on specialized subsets of the collaboration problem (CoAKTinG, DAML agenda).
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Overview
Enterprise collaboration often involves large teams working on parallel sub-problems over long periods of time. The collaborations involve users in a rich set of roles. Complex documents and other types of collaborative artifacts are produced and manipulated by groups of users. Increasing efficiency in the collaboration process is important for achieving successful results.
Today's tools require users to determine significance and inter-relationships between activities and the document content.
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B. importance of semantics
Semantic models are needed to make key facts about collaboration processes, roles, objects, etc. explicit so that they can be computationally evaluated. Such models need to be integrated into the collaboration tool(s) so that the model can be immediately populated during the related process step, and so that population of semantic models can be automated as much as possible.
Further, semantic processing of the models can be used to inform participants of ways to improve the collaboration, and to understand the state of a collaboration.
IV. MODELS
This section presents the key models for Connected Spaces using the Category/Property formulation of semantic wiki. All entities have implicit properties such as creation date, version, owner, and creator. In the following section we will use these models to illustrate a variety of queries over the collaboration structure. Figure 2 shows the entities and the key containment relationships used in the model.
A space is a persistent container for collaboration. The collaborators consist of a set of owners and members. A space has access rights controlled by the owner(s). Large collaborations can be organized into a hierarchy of spaces. Spaces contain content produced by the collaborators.
A collaboration may follow a collaboration process, such as project management process, customer engagement process, etc. This process may restrict the structure of the space and the roles of the members. (Roles are defined in the user model).
Spaces support both asynchronous and synchronous collaboration. Synchronous collaborations are held in meeting rooms. Large collaborations may organize collections of meeting rooms into conference centers. Asynchronous collaborations are called conversations. 
A meeting
The meeting participants are the moderator, a non-empty subset of the invitees, and zero or more guests. A meeting has a specific start date and continues to the end date. A meeting is held in a location, possibly virtual such as a web conference or virtual world conference room. Side discussions during a meeting are represented by conversations.
A Meeting ID is a globally unique identifier, for example, as provided by MS Outlook Global Appointment ID. A meeting may be associated with a space, for example when a space represents a project and a meeting is held for that project.
A meeting may have an agenda. A meeting may be recorded. There may be a transcript for the meeting recording.
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There may be meeting notes for a meeting provided by different scribes. 
SAMPLE QUERIES
In this section we illustrate the variety of queries using the model presented in the previous section. The queries are formatted using the semantic wiki query language [15] .
These queries can be embedded in the content portion of a space, or can be sent by clients to the server via the API, with the results available.
A formal analysis of the expressivity of the SMW query language is found in [1 6]. According to this analysis, "several frequently needed features like transitive properties, inverse properties, and class negations are currently not supported." For example, the following queries can not be expressed in the query language:
Meetings with no agenda Automatic identification of discussion segments in a meeting transcript could be done by determining density of speaker changes in a given time window. Speaker identification with timestamp is part of most transcripts. The frequency of speaker changes would have to be computed outside of the query language.
Teams that haven't met within 2 weeks All meetings in the past 2 weeks can be queried. However negative results can not be queried in the current query language.
Start the meeting when 60% or more of invitees have presence status equal to available A query can be formulated which returns the count of users with status equal to available. Computing over these two counts must be done outside the query language. The total number of invitees can also be queried.
The user entity is defined so that social relationships important in enterprises can be described. Given this, queries such as the following can be supported:
Which employees outside of the team have expertise or experience with a particular domain, product, technology, customer, etc.
Who are the most active contributors in each space.
D. Collaboration Process
Collaborations for activities such as project management, requirements gathering, software development, and so on can follow specific business process models. A space can have an associated collaboration process. The management of the process might be mediated by another application. Queries which could be made then include:
Which spaces are following the Scrum process Which teams have completed more than 10 scrums Which teams have held at least 80% of scrum meetings Which project deadlines are behind schedule
E. Notifications and real-time sources
It is useful to set up queries which can trigger notifications, such as in a publish-subscribe mechanism. Notifications related to collaborations include: Agenda topic has exceeded time limit Discussion has exceeded time limit Voting period will close in 1 hour Unlike complex event processing engines such as Esper, queries in semantic wiki run only when explicitly invoked by the application. However various real-time sources could be used to trigger queries to run or to perform an action if a query is successful, such as:
Using presence, determining if there is a quorum to start the meeting Routing RSS Feeds to spaces by matching keywords Forwarding emails and/or attachments to spaces based on keywords and/or recipient matching
The previous examples showed illustrated queries that are independent of the application domain. Semantics realted to domains such as sales process, education, remote health care could be include in collaboration systems adapted to those applications. For example:
Which customers have not received a briefing on the new product plan Show customer comments on new product plan briefings Which Fortune 500 customers have indicated an interest in product X at a customer briefing in the past 60 days
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VI. IMPLEMENT A nON
Connected Spaces is implemented with both server side and client side components. The server is a set of extensions to the semantic wiki bundle produced by Ontoprise which is in turn based on the semantic wiki extension to mediawiki. The ConnectedSpaces extensions include:
Click to call and click to conference from within a space Implementation of the model presented in section 3 Integrated collaboration tools, including sharepoint, skype, Avaya lXC, Avaya Flare, Avaya web conferencing, Avaya Web.Alive, threaded discussion environment, distributed white-board, chat, and short messaging Import of email and RSS feeds into a space with automatic keyword generation and semantic processing Meeting recording into a space Presence indicator when user is active in Connected Spaces Integration of the user model and authentication with enterprise directory and social network accounts API extensions for clients Client access is currently via either web browser, an MS Outlook plug-in (Figure 3) , and an iPad application.
Itl�_
'":l'tfI"""" ."0II f\9oI17'X1U_Ntt'f".ul10fI Four research projects lasting 10 weeks were run in parallel using Connected Spaces. Each team was between 2 and 4 members. Figure 7 , Figure 8 , and Figure 9 show some sample screen shots for one space "iPad Client for ConnectedSpaces". 
Gallery of recorded meetings
An existing project team of 50 members has run its collaboration using sharepoint, a wiki, and the Avaya web conferencing application. Connected Spaces is used to integrate these existing collaboration tools and to capture online meetings.
C. Semantic Query Examples
Semantic models are entered in to the system using the built-in Semantic Wiki data explorer. Queries are embedded in pages and executed when the page is displayed, or can be invoked via the server API with response sent to the client in XML. For example, Figure 10 shows a timeline output of a semantic query for Meeting objects. As another example, Figure 11 shows a meeting room query displayed in page as a table. Whenever the page is accessed (or a client invokes the api), the query will be executed and return the current results. The Space Navigator ( Figure 12 , Figure 13 ) perfonns queries for "Relevant Objects" by the categories shown in Figure 2 . Each object may have one or more keyword properties. These properties can be generated automatically for text or manually for other media. Any object which has matching keywords is then added to the set of relevant objects displayed in the space navigator. For example, Figure 13 shows relevant objects for the "operations" keyword. This application uses both the ASK query language and full-text search engine to identifY relevant objects.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The variety and complexity of tools and collaboration processes make collaboration more difficult than necessary. The exploitation of semantic structure in a collaboration environment is one approach we are pursuing to automate collaboration tasks and elevate the level of interaction for the user. The challenges include: a) specifYing a flexible and general purpose model, b) populating the model with content without placing undue burden on the user, c) making the inference processing computationally tractable, d) finding those areas where there is significant value added.
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